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Characterizations are obtained for the s-numbers of a bounded Hankel 
matrix H = (c~+~), i.e., for the upper enumeration of the eigenvalues of the 
operator / H 1 = (H*H)‘la and for the supremum of its essential spectrum. 
In the following we consider Hankel matrices H = (cj+J, where 
j, k = 0, 1, 2 )... and C / c, I2 < co. Using the usual correspondences, 
we may consider such a matrix as acting on vectors x = (x0 , x1 ,...) 
in 12, or on functions X(Z) in the Hardy space H2, or on functions 
x(e@) in L2[0, 25~1. F unctions which differ only on zero sets will be 
considered to be identical. A result of Nehari [5] states that such a 
matrix is bounded if and only if there exists a function f EL~[O, 2771 
such that c, = (1/2~) JFf(eie) eine d0 for n = 0, 1, 2,..., and, in this 
case, f can be chosen so that Ij H Ij = 11 f Ijc4 .
Recall that the s-numbers of an operator H are the elements of the 
“upper enumeration” s, > si > +** consisting of the largest eigen- 
values of the positive selfadjoint operator 1 H / = (H*H)l12 counted 
with multiplicities and, if these are finite in number, also the largest 
point of the essential spectrum of I H j included with infinite 
multiplicity. In this paper we obtain a characterization for the s- 
numbers of a bounded Hankel matrix H. Our results will include 
those obtained by Clark [3] in the case of a selfadjoint Hankel matrix 
and will contain results of Adamyan, Arov, and Krein [l, 21 dealing 
with s-numbers of an arbitrary bounded Hankel matrix. 
I should like to thank Professor Philip Hartman for suggesting the 
validity of the results of Section 1 and their possible use in the 
problems considered here. These results together with a suitable 
* This study was partially supported by the National Science Foundation Grant 
No. GP-30483. 
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modification of the methods of Clark [3] in the selfadjoint case 
provide the means for obtaining a generalization to arbitrary bounded 
Hankel matrices. 
1. ON MATRICES H SATISFYING H* = H 
Here, and henceforth, for a matrix H = (hik), a vector x = 
(20 7 Xl Y..) E @, and a function x(z) = Cz=,, X,.P E H2, we will write 
H = (A&, and Z(z) = Cz=,, %~a~, but g(z) = X:=0 QP, where a bar 
over a complex number denotes complex conjugation. The results in 
this section deal with bounded matrices H acting on e2 and satisfying 
the conditon H* = H. Bounded Hankel matrices are, of course, 
properly contained in this class of operators. 
For vectors x = (x,, , z1 ,...) and y = (y,, , yi ,... ), we define a 
bilinear form [x, y] = Cnzo x,y, , so that [x, y] = [y, x] = (x, y), 
where (x, y) is the usual scalar product of x and y in e2. 
LEMMA 1.1. Lets,, 2 si > a.* be the s-numbers of a bounded matrix 
H for zuhich H* = i7, and let x0 , x1 ,... be corresponding s-vectors in ~“2, 
i.e. 1 H 1 xk = skxk , h = 0, I, 2 ,... . Then 
Proof. We prove the assertion first for n = 0. We have the 
relations 
Pw -tYh x +r1 = W% $1 + FfY>Yl + ay%Yl, 
FQ - Y>, x -Yl = w? xl + MY>Yl - WkYl, 
so that ~[Hx, y] = [H(x + y), x + y] - [H(x - y), x - y]. If C = 
sup{1 [Hx, x] I: 11 x (1 = l}, we then have 
4 W~,YlI G lW(x +r>, ‘7J +Yll + IF+ -Y>, x -Yll 
Q c II x + Y II2 + c II x - y II2 = q2 II x II2 + 2 II y II”) = 4c. 
Taking the supremum over 11 x 11 = 11 y II = 1 gives s0 = 11 H II < 
sup{\ [Hx, x] I: 11 x 11 = l}. The reverse inequality clearly holds, so that 
the desired relation holds in the case of n = 0. 
For other n we observe that M, = P @ {x0 ,..., x,-~} is invariant 
under IH[, since for XEM~ we have ([H(x,xj)=(x,IH[xj)= 
s&x, xi) = 0 for j = O,..., n - 1. So s, , which is the largest point of 
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the upper enumeration of / H 1 restricted to M% , is given by 
sup(I [Hx, xl I: x E Mn , II x II = 1). 
We now obtain an analogue of a familiar result for selfadjoint 
operators (with the usual scalar product) for matrices satisfying 
H* = R (with the bilinear form [x, ~1). 
LEMMA 1.2. Let the s-numbers of a bounded matrix H on P satisfying 
H* = I? be enumerated as s0 > s1 3 m-0 with the corresponding s-vectors 
x0 3 x1 ,... . Suppose x, is a unit vector in M, = t2 @ {x0 ,..., x,-~} such 
that [Hx, , x,] = s, . Then Hx, = S,X, . 
The case of a Hankel matrix H and n = 0 is contained in Hartman 
[4, p. 8631. 
Proof. Consider first the case n = 0. We have / [Hx, x] / < s,[x, x], 
so that Re[Hx, X] < so[~, x] for all vectors x E e2, and [Hx, , x0] = 
s[go , x0]. This gives 
0 3 Re[H(x, + tx) - so(%fo + tx), x0 + tx] 
= 2t{Re[Hx, - sZo , x]} + t2{Re([Hx, x] - s[%, xl)} 
for all t E [w and x E L2. But this implies Re[Hx, - szo , x] = 0 for 
all x E e2. Replacing x by ix gives then [Hx, - szo , ~1 = 0 for all, 
x E e2 so that Hx, = so~o . 
For other n we get as above [Hx, - sngn , x] = 0 for x 6 Mn . Also, 
[Hx, - S& , x.J = [Hx, , xi] - s,[?& , xj] = sj[x, , %J = 0 for j = 
0 ,***> n - 1. Hence, [Hx, - s,5& , X] = 0 for all x E e2, and therefore 
Hx, = s& as asserted. 
2. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS ON HANKEL MATRICES 
In the remainder of the paper we restrict ourselves to Hankel 
matrices. In particular, for a function f E L2[0, 2771, H(f) will denote 
the Hankel matrix H = (cj+J for which c, = (1/27r) s:f (eie) eine d8, 
for n = 0, 1, 2 ,... . 
Lemma 1.2 of Clark [3] remains valid for nonreal Hankel matrices. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let H = H(f) b e a bounded Hankel matrix, and let 
n(u)( < 00) denote the number of s-values of H satisfying s > u, counting 
multiplicities. If f. E H2 is an inner function with p = 11 H(fof )II, then 
n(p) < dim(foW-, which is equal to the number of nontrivial inner 
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factors off,, . Inparticular, ifwe have/I H/I = so > s1 > **. 3 s, > e-e, 
where m is the number of nontrivial inner factors of f0 , then p > s, . 
Proof. We have 
hence 
sm 2= inf sup (H”Hx, x) 
dimN*-m reN.llr~~=l 
= inf sup 
dimNl-m r~N.h~~h 
II Hx /I2 d p2 
since we can choose N = f,H2. Hence, s, < TV gives n(,u) ,< n(s,) < m. 
Lemma 1.2 above makes the following analogue of Lemma 1.3 in 
Clark [3] meaningful. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let there exist nonnegative integers k, n such that the 
s-numbers of H satisfy 
(1 HII = s, > s1 > .a* 3 skel > sic = ..* = Q+,. > s~+,+~ > ... . 
Let xj(eie) be an sj-function of H, 0 < k <j < k + Y, such that 
Hxj = si~j . Let xj(eie) = xjO(e”“) xjl(eis) be a Beurling factorization of 
x(eQ), where xjO is an inner function, xjl is an outer function. Then xi,,(x) 
has at least k nontrivial inner factors. 
Proof. We have f (eie) xj(eie) = sjSj(eie) + eiy(eie) for some y E Hz. 
so 
f(eie) xio(eie) = sj5jo(eie) ~jl(eie)/xjl(eie) + ei@y(eie)/xjl(eie) 
where yr(eie) = y(eie)/xjl(eie) E Hz and I Zj(eie) xjl(eie)I = 1. SO the 
function f (eie) xio(eie) diff ers from a function with L” norm sj by a 
function of the form ei”yl(eie) E Hz. By Nehari’s theorem [5], we have 
11 H(f (eie>x~o(eie>)ll d Sj = Sk: - By the previous lemma, we conclude 
that xjo(x) must have at least k nontrivial inner factors. 
3. FINITE HANKEL MATRICES 
In this section we consider finite Hankel matrices H = (c~+~), i.e., 
c, = 0 for n > N for some finite N. The development below follows 
closely that of Clark [3] f or selfadjoint Hankel matrices. The proofs 
of several results have therefore been omitted, since they are straight- 
forward modifications of those for the selfadjoint case. 
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The following initial result is easily verified: Let 
F(x) = a, + a,z + **. + u,zn 
be a polynomial, l/F(z) = b, + b,z + b,z2 + me*, U, = H(e-ins), 
then U, = H(eeine J$!=, Z+ei@) U,H(e-i”BF(eie)). Hence, if 
then 
H(e-ineF(eie))x = sf, 
(3-l) 
LEMMA 3.1. Let F(eis) = a, + aleie + .** + a,eine be a polynomial 
of degree n, and let the s-numbers of the Jinite Hankel matrix H = 
H(F(eie)) be enumerated as 
Let x(e@) satisfy Hx = s#, where k <j < k + Y. Then x(z) has at least 
kandatmostk+rxuosinIzI <l. 
Proof. We write x(z) = l-I:“=, (z - ol,) IJfIr (.z - fly), where 
and 12 > d = deg X(X). According to Lemma 2.2, 
H e-h.9 f. b,.#) (ei”$(p)) = +(einex(e-ie)). 
( 
Let zeros of x(z) in 1 x 1 > 1 be written as fir ,..., p,, . Then the zeros 
of &c(l/F) in 1 z [ < 1 are @;I,..., pm?. Lemma 2.2 applied to 
H(eWine Cj”c, bie”ie) s h ows that m’ >, m - (k + r), i.e., k + r > 
n - m’ > m. 
Hartman [4] has proved that if H(f) is bounded [completely 
continuous], then there is a sequence of finite Hankel matrices 
H, = H(fn) tending strongly [uniformly] to H(f). Let the s-numbers 
of H(f,) be enumerated as 
Let @(eie) satisfy H( f,J x@’ = SF) %y). Let E,(h) denote the spectral 
resolution of 1 H, I, E(A) hat of 1 H 1. Then E,(X) tends strongly to 
E(X) at every continuity point of E(h). Hence, for every j, there exists 
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a sequence of integers {ni) and a function xi(@) satisfying Hx~ = s& 
such that for j = O,..., K + I we have 
j < ?lj , SC' -+ Sj , and xt)(eie) Lz, xj(eae) as n -+ co. (3.3) 
The Cauchy integral formula implies that X;‘(Z) converges uniformly 
to xj(z) on compact subsets of / x / < 1. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let H(f) be a finite Hankel matrix. Then H(f) is the 
Zimit of finite Hankel matrices H(f,) such that / H(f,)j has simpZe 
spectrum. 
Proof. This corresponds to Lemma 3.1 in [3]. 
4. BOUNDED (INFINITE) HANKEL MATRICES 
Our first main result is the following. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let the s-numbers of a bounded Hankel matrix H(f) 
have an enumeration as in (3.2). Then there is a linearly independent set 
of functions xk(eiO),..., x,+,(eie) satisfying Hx~ = s& , k <j < k + r, 
such that each xi has at least k and at most j zeros in 1 z 1 < 1. 
For finite Hankel matrices, this theorem is implied by Lemma 3.2 
and the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let H(f) b e a bounded Hankel matrix as in Theorem 
4.1.Let(H(f,))b e a sequence of $nite Hankel matrices converging strongly 
to H(f) such that each H(fn) satisfies the conclusion of Theorem 4.1, 
and (3.3) hokds with ni = j for j = k,..., k + r. Then H(f) satisfies 
Theorem 4. I. 
Proof. This corresponds to Lemma 3.2 in [3]. 
Lemma 3.1 states that Theorem 4.1 holds for all finite Hankel 
matrices H( fn) satisfying (3.3). Thus, Lemmas 3.2 and 4.1 imply 
Theorem 4.1 for finite H(f ). 
It remains to prove the theorem for the case of arbitrary bounded 
H(f), for which we must show that there exists a sequence (H(f,)} 
satisfying (3.3) with ni = j, j = 0, 1, 2 ,... . We cite without proof the 
following two lemmas. 
LEMMA 4.2 (Hartman [4]). Let H(f (eie)) be a Hankel matrix and 
define H, = H(f (r;‘eie)), where r, + 1-. Then H(f) is bounded 
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[completely continuous] if and only if H, converges strongly [uniformly] 
to wf > as n--t 00. 
LEMMA 4.3 (Clark [3, p. 6391). Let {T,} be a sequence of positive 
selfadjoint operators tending strongly to an operator T as n -+ 00. Let 
A, 2 A, >, *** and At) > A?) > *** be the upper enumerations of the 
spectra of T and T, , respectively. Let S, be an injective contraction 
with T, < S,*TS, . Then lim,,, hjn) = Aj . 
These lemmas provide the means for an extension of the above 
results from finite to bounded Hankel matrices. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let H(f) b e a bounded Hankel matrix with s-numbers 
so >, Sl > *.* . Let H, = H(f(r;‘eie)), r, + 1-, have s-numbers 
SF’ 3 sy > .*-. Then s:~’ t sj as n + GO. 
Proof. We have H, = S,HS, , where 
S, = S,’ = diag(l, Y, , rn2 ,... ). 
Then H,*H, = S,H*S,S,HS, , so it suffices to show 
S,H*S,S,HS, < S,H*HS, . 
To this end, setting y = S,x, we have 
(S,H*HS,x, x) - (S,H*S,S,HS,x, x) = (H*Hy, y) - (H*S,S,Hy, y) 
= (HY, HY) - (&HY, &HY) b 0, 
since S, is a contraction. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let H(f) b e a bounded Hankel matrix with H, as 
above. Then (3.3) holds with ni = j, j = 0, 1,2 ,..., for H(f) and H%(f). 
Proof. This follows from the last lemma. 
Completion of the Proof of Theorem 4.1 
Let {en} be a sequence of positive real numbers converging to 0. 
For each n, choose N = N(r) and rn such that ( si - sin) 1 < l ,/2 and 
/ sin) - ST,” 1 < l ,/2 for j < n, where (~7’~) denotes the s-numbers of 
the matrix H(FnN), FnN(eie) = C&, rikfkeeike. Then the functions 
fn(eie) = P~W)(eis) satisfy (3.3) with nj = j. Since the finite matrix 
H( f,) satisfies Theorem 4.1, it follows from Lemma 4.1 that Theorem 
4.1 is true for H(f ). 
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We can now obtain the following characterizations of the s-numbers 
of a bounded Hankel matrix H(f). 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let H(f) b e a bounded Hankel matrix with its 
s-numbers enumerated as s,, > sI > *.a . Then 
sj = inf 11 H(Bj(eie) f(eie))(j, (4.1) 
where the infimum is taken over all Blaschke products of j factors. 
Proof. si < inf I] H(Bi(eie) f (eie))(( is clear from Lemma 2.1. To 
prove the reverse inequality, suppose first that sj is an eigenvalue of 
( H 1 of finite multiplicity r. If j = k in (3.2), then from the proof of 
Theorem 4.1 we have that there exists a Blaschke product Cj with at 
most j zeros in 1 z 1 < 1 such that I] H(Cjf) y 11 < /I H(f) Cjy 11 < 
sj ]I C,y II = Sj I] y ]I for y E Hz, SO that (4.1) is true for j = k. NOW 
consider k \c j < k + r in (2.2). From Lemma 2.2 we have 
II ff(&(eio)f(eie))ll > II fW(e@) B&ie)f(eie))ll, 
so the above gives Sj = Sk = inf,, II H(Bkf )/I 3 inf,, II H(Bjf II 3 Sj - 
If sj is the largest point of the essential spectrum of I H I, let m 
denote the number of s-numbers greater than Sj . From Lemma 4.4, 
we have sj = limn+oo SF) for v = m + 1, m + 2,... . But then 
II H(f& II G sp’ II x IL x E Bp’H2 implies II H(Bjfn) y II < sy’ I( y 11 for 
y E H2, so that II H(Bjf )I1 < Sj from the proof of Lemma 4.1. This 
proves (4.1). 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let H(f) be a bounded Hankel matrix whose 
s-numbers are enumerated as s,, 3 s1 > *.a . Then 
s, = inf lif(eie) + eferj(eie)l)m , (4.2) 
where the injimum is taken over all meromorphic functions rj of the form 
rj(4 = tj(X)/(X - A) **a (X - Pj), I A I < 1, tj E H2- 
Proof. The proof here follows that of Corollary 5.2 in [3]. 
From the above corollaries we now obtain the following expression 
for s,(H), the largest point of the essential spectrum of 1 H I. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let H(f) be a bounded Hankel matrix. Then 
s, = inf jjf(eie) + eier(eie& , 
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where the injimum is taken over the set of all r(x) of the form Y(X) = 
t(~)/(~-B1)...(~-Bj)forj>,O, j/3,] <l,t~H~. 
Remark. Similar results to those of Corollaries 4.2 and 4.3 are 
obtained in two recent papers of Adamyan, Arov, and Krein [l, 21 
using different methods. It is proved [2, Theorem 0.21 that if H(f) is 
a bounded Hankel matrix, then 
sj = inf iif(e”“) - h(eie)ll, (4.4) 
forj = 0, 1, 2 ,..., where the infimum is taken over all functions h(eie) 
bounded on the unit circle and of the form h(eie) = r(eiO) + g(ei@) 
with r(eis) a rational function having poles only in j x j < 1, the 
number of which (counting orders) does not exceed j, and g E H”. 
As noted in [2], (4.4) is equivalent to 
sj = inf 11 H(f) - H(F,)II 
where the infimum is taken over all polynomials Fi of degree less thanj. 
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